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2018 Price List 

ProxTalker                             
The ProxTalker is the most advanced and adaptable recorded speech communication device 
available! It uniquely uses RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) technology to enable 
independent verbal communication, for non-speaking people of all ages. This technology allows 
you to simply place any photo, symbol or object on a sound tag and have a voice. 
 
The ProxTalker Package Includes:                            $2995 LPT-1A 
ProxTalker 
80 Pre-recorded Sound Tags 
Backpack or Binder (Your choice) 
100 Blank Sound Tags 
2 Sets of Programming Tags 
4 Color Pages with Velcro Strips 
Peel and Stick Labels 
Label Laminate Sticker Sheets 
3 Year Warranty 
 
ProxTalker Plus – Tangibles 
This package comes with the Logan ProxTalker and the American Printing House for the Blind’s 
Tactile Connection Kit. This package will help you create a tactile card system that is 
individualized for visually impaired and blind learners who have additional disabilities and/or 
lack a formal means of communication or literacy. The tactile symbols are created when part of 
an object is mounted on a hand-sized card representing core vocabulary categories (i.e. people, 
places, actions, objects, etc.).  You then attach a recordable sound tag to the tactile card for voice 
output.  
                      
The ProxTalker Plus – Tangibles Package Includes                                         $3999 LPT-1AT 
ProxTalker 
80 Pre-recorded Sound Tags 
Backpack or Binder (Your choice) 
100 Blank Sound Tags 
2 Sets of Programming Tags 
4 Color Pages with Velcro Strips 
Peel and Stick Labels 
Label Laminate Sticker Sheets 
American Printing House Tactile Connection Kit 
American Printing House All in One Board 
100 Large Tags 
3 Year Warranty 
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ProxPAD  
The ProxPAD is a single location communication and learning aid for persons with physical, 
visual, or cognitive impairments and require tangible objects or other site cues to initiate 
communication. The ProxPAD uses RFID (radio frequency identification) and gives a voice 
output and responds to touch or proximity frequency.  The Touch mode requires your hand or 
sound tag to make contact with the blue surface of the ProxPAD while the Proximity mode 
allows you to swipe the sound card above the surface making it perfect for the person who has 
limited mobility or needs the ProxPAD mounted under a table or wheelchair tray. 
 
The ProxPAD Package includes:                 $1249 LPP1-S 
ProxPAD 
50 Large Blank Tags 
Programming Tag Set 
Power Adapter 
Peel and Stick Label Sheets 
Label Laminate Sticker Sheets 
2 Year Warranty 
 
ProxPAD Plus TOC  
This package comes with the Logan ProxPAD and a pre-made 50 piece set of Tangible Object 
Cards sized 5”x7” that include a corresponding removable sound tag. This package is perfect for 
the visually impaired or blind or persons who have additional disabilities and/or lack a formal 
means of communication or literacy. 
 
The ProxPAD Plus TOC includes:               $2245 LPP1-A1 
ProxPAD 
70 Large Blank Tags 
Programming Tag Set 
Power Adapter 
Rechargeable Batteries 
Charging Station for Rechargeable Batteries 
Peel and Stick Labels 
Label Laminate Sticker Sheets 
50 Tangible Object Cards 
50 Sound Cards to use with TOC 
2 Year Warranty 
 
ProxPAD Plus Tangibles  
This package comes with the Logan ProxPAD and the American Printing House for the Blind’s 
Tactile Connection Kit. This package will help you create a tactile card system that is 
individualized for visually impaired and blind learners who have additional disabilities and/or 
lack a formal means of communication or literacy. The tactile symbols are created when part of 
an object is mounted on a hand-sized card representing core vocabulary categories (i.e. people, 
places, actions, objects, etc.).  You then attach a recordable sound tag to the tactile card for voice 
output.  
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The ProxPAD Plus Tangibles includes:                $2495 LPP1-B 
ProxPAD 
70 Large Blank Tags 
Programming Tag Set 
Power Adapter 
Rechargeable Batteries 
Charging Station for Rechargeable Batteries 
Peel and Stick Labels 
Label Laminate Sticker Sheets 
American Printing House Tactile Connection Kit 
American Printing House All in One Board 
2 Year Warranty 
 
BrailleCoach Plus Braille Label Maker  
The 6dot Braille Label Maker has everything you need to create high quality Braille labels in any 
language.  Match it with the BrailleCoach to have a complete learning package! The 6dot 
BrailleCoach is a device that uses RFID technology and tactile Braille embossed tags to teach 
Braille. This portable device is equipped with a headphone jack for privacy, 6 modes of 
communication, and words and alphabetical letters to make learning Braille easy and fun in the 
classroom or at home.  Use the 6dot Braille Label Maker to label the blank cards to enhance the 
learning process! 
 
The BrailleCoach Plus Braille Label Maker includes:             $1995 BLC-1A 
Braille Label Maker 
Power Adapter 
10 Rolls of Embossing Tape 
QWERTY Keyboard 
USB Adapter for Keyboard 
Braille Coach 
26 Braille Alphabet Tags 
25 Blank Tags 
Programming Tag Set 
1 Year Warranty 
 
Braille Label Maker  
The 6dot Braille Label Maker is ergonomically designed to be portable and easy to use 
anywhere.  It has a built in Braille keyboard that supports all grades of Braille in virtually every 
language.  The powered embossing makes for high quality Braille that is easy to read. The 
QWERTY keyboard enables non-Braillist to generate labels too!  An automatic cutter provides 
effortlessly clean label cuts without the need for scissors. 
  
The Braille Label Maker includes:                      $749 BLM-1S 
Braille Label Maker 
Power Adapter 
10 Rolls of Embossing Tape 
QWERTY Keyboard 
USB Adapter for Keyboard 
1 year warranty 
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The Braille Label Maker without the QWERTY Keyboard                          $699 BLM-1SNK 
 & USB Adapter 
 
Try Me Program                                                                                                                        $75 
The device Try Me program allows you to try a LOGAN® PROXTALKER,  
LOGAN® ProxPAD™ or a Megabee for 30 days. 
 
STEPS Manual                                                                                                                         $125 
The STEPS manual outlines a new approach to introducing the ProxTalker and  
ProxPAD devices. Written by the STEPS Center for Excellence in Autism in  
Cleveland, OH it is a technical manual that is meant to provide a step-by-step guide 
 to beginning communication  
 
Try Me Program with a STEPS Manual                                                                               $149 
Customers keep the STEPS manual (retail price $125) once the trial is over 
 
Backpack for ProxTalker              $195  
Backpack carrier for the ProxTalker allows you to snap the ProxTalker in            BPC-BL 
securely for ease of portability within a backpack.  Comes with 4 Velcro pages              BPC-BK 
and is available in Blue, Black or Red                                    BPC-RD 
 
Binder Carrying Case for ProxTalker                                                                                   $195 
Binder for the ProxTalker allows you to snap the ProxTalker securely                       BR-WT 
into a bracket attached to a 3-ring binder.  Comes with 4 Velcro pages 
 
 Plastic Page                           $14       
Color plastic pages allow you to organize your sound tags.  Comes with 6 strips           PG-NV-P 
Velcro tape to adhere to pages so that sound tags stick. Please indicate color when 
Ordering:  Red, Orange, Yellow, Green, Blue, Clear or Black 
 
Velcro Page                                                                                              $14 
Velcro pages are made of Velcro material so that sound tags can be placed anywhere          PG-V  
Available in gray only. 
 
Binder Spine for Backpack                $17 
Black Velcro Spine only with 3 rings                   BR-SP  
 
Binder Set                               $65 
Binder spine with 4 pages attached.  Please indicate Velcro or Plastic and which color             BP           
(Red, Orange, Yellow, Green, Blue, Clear or Black) 
 
Peel and Stick Labels and Laminates         
Customize your sound tags with your own printed labels.  Available for small (48 labels per 
sheet) or large (10 per sheet) tags in matte or laminate finish or weatherproof.  Come in 10 
sheets. Please indicate by part number.   
 Small white matte                                                                                                 $20 LBL-WH 
 Small clear laminate                                                                                               $30 LBL-CL 
 Small white weatherproof          $30 LBL-WP 
 Large white matte             $30 LG-LBL-WH  
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 Large clear laminate                                                                               $35 LG-LBL-CL  
 Large white weatherproof                                                                              $35 LG-LBL-WP 

 
Maintenance Tool Kit for ProxTalker                                                                                     $30 
Programming keys for the ProxTalker, Speak all Tag and Torx Wrench                            TOOLS 
 
Pre-Recorded Sound Tag Sets                                             $375 
80 Core words pre-recorded and pre-printed on the small tags for you.  Please                  TAG-X 
Indicate male or female voice output and languages available: US English,  
UK English, Castilian Spanish, German, Swedish or Arabic 
 
Education Sound Tag Set                                                                                                        $375 
Pre-recorded tag set that includes Alphabet in upper and lower case, 20 core                 TAG-D75 
 vocabulary words, numbers 0-20 and 7 mathematical symbols 
  
Give me 20 Sound Tag Set                                                                                                        $75 
20 Core vocabulary words pre-printed and pre-recorded                                             TAG-GM20 
 
Blank Sound Tag Sets     
Both Small and Large sound tags are available to replace or add to your sound tag  
collection.  Each set includes courtesy label stickers.  Please indicate sets below:      
 60 Small sound tag set                                       $216 TAG-B60  
 100 Small sound tag set               $300 TAG-B100  
 20 Large sound tag set                         $120 TAG-LG20  
 100 Large sound tag set                                                        $549 TAG-LG100  
                          
Talking My Way                                               $349 
Object Reference Card set that includes 30 objects secured to 5”x7” plastic                         TMW 
cards.  Must purchase sound tags to get a voice output. 
 
Tangible Object Cards 
TOCs pair objects that easily recognizable with words/pictures.  Objects are secured 
to a 5”x7” plastic card and come with a credit card sized sound tag set for voice output 
 TOC-30   Set of 30 cards and sound tags                                                              $445 TOC-30 
 TOC-50   Set of 30 cards and sound tags                                                              $695 TOC-50 

 
Programming Tag Set for ProxPAD                                                                                        $25 
Programming keys for ProxPAD on a key ring                                                                  TPROG 
 
ProxPAD Power Adapter                                                                                                          $49 
U.S. Power supply for the ProxPAD                                                                                 LPP1-PA    
 
BrailleCoach Blank Sound Tags                                                                                              
 25 Blank Sound Tag Set                                                                              $149 LBC-TAG-25  
 50 Blank Sound Tag Set                                                                              $275 LBC-TAG-50 
 
BrailleCoach Alphabet Tag Set                                                                                              $225 
26 Braille Alphabet Sound Tag Set                                                                 LBC-US-LETTERS 
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Programming Tag Set for BrailleCoach                                                                                  $59 
Programming keys for BrailleCoach on a key ring                                             LBC-US-PROG 
 
BrailleCoach Bag                                                                                                                     $175 
Carrying Case for BrailleCoach                                                                                     LBC1-BAG 
 
Braille Label Maker Power Adapter                                                                                       $49 
U.S. Power supply for the Braille Label Maker                                                                 BLM-PA 
 
Braille Label Maker Embossing Tape                                                                                $34.99   
3/8” DYMO Embossing tape for the Braille Label Maker.  Available in colors: 
 Black                                          BLM -BK  
 Blue                                                                                                                   BLM –BL 
 Red                                                                                                                              BLM-RD 
 
Braille Label Maker USB Adapter                                                                                      $19.99 
USB Female to Male Adapter for keyboard                                                                    BLM-USB 
 
Braille Label Maker QWERTY Keyboard                                                                             $39 
The QWERTY Keyboard allows a non Braillist to type labels and have them               BLM-QW 
print out in Braille.  Note: you need a USB adapter to plug in keyboard. 
 
Beyond Adaptive Key Guards                                                                
Beyond Adaptive Key guards are manufactured with the latest technology, using high-strength 
polycarbonate, and durable attachment components. Our competitors’ acrylic products cannot 
compete with the strength and durability of our key guards! 
 
Standard for ProLoQuo2Go, TouchChat HD, LAMPand GoTalkNow  APPs        $85 
Custom Made Key Guard                      Starting at $149 
 
Waterproof Guided Keyboard                               $299 KB2000 
A Beyond Adaptive high-strength polycarbonate key guard combined with a silicon-based 
computer key board features a unique combination of accessibility, durability and soft, 
comfortable feel. You don’t have to worry about spills!  
 
Elastic Strap Attachment Kit for Key Guards                                                   $15 ESTRP-KT 
Includes 2 Elastic Straps with polycarbonate keyhole clips, 4 Adhesive bumpers, 4 Keyhole 
Screws  Please Note: Your key guard must have pre-drilled keyhole screw cutouts (see product 
guide) to be compatible with this attachment method. 
 
Variable Friction Arm with Quick Release and Quick Action Base Clamp    $325 VFAB002 

Our most popular mounting arm with our most popular attachment clamp! This arm works in 
conjunction with any of our device cradles (sold separately) to mount up to 6.6 lb (3kg) device to 
almost anything.  The arm has a reach of almost 21” (53.0 cm). The quick action clamp fits 
round or square objects from 0.5” to just over 2” wide (13mm-55mm). Has a quick action jaw 
for easy attachment and removal. The quick action clamp works great for quick attachment and 
removal of the mounting arm.  
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Beyond Adaptive Cradles 
At LoganTech we use high quality RAM® device cradles with a very durable quick release 
system, making it extremely easy to attach our device cradles to any of our mounting systems. If 
you don't currently have one of our mounting systems, you can purchase a hardware retrofit 
kit that will enable you to use our simple quick release system with your existing mounting arm. 
 
Quick Release Cradle, iPad 1-4 No Case        $99 QRC001 

We partnered up with RAM® to bring you one of our most popular mounting cradles for 
Apple® iPad™ (1st-4th generation) without cases or bumpers. For use with any of our mounting 
systems. All Quick Release hardware is included with our device cradles. 

Quick Release Cradle, iPad 1-4 No Case, Locking                                               $149 QRC002 

This cradle is designed to hold the Apple® iPad™ (1st-4th generation) without bumpers or cases 
while allowing easy access to electronic ports. The iPad™ is secured to the cradle with a 
combination lock. Use in conjunction with the optional Kensington® locking system to 
completely lock down your device. For use with any of our mounting systems. All Quick 
Release hardware is included with our device cradles. 

Quick Release Cradle, iPad Air/Pro 9.7 No Case                                                    $99 QRC022 

Works with iPad Air™ without a case. Similar to our Basic iPad™ Cradle, iPad™ air fits snugly 
into cradle and is secured using RAM’s EZ Rollr™ system.  All Quick Release hardware is 
included with our device cradles. 

Quick Release Cradle, Tab-Lock, iPad 1-4 in Most Cases                                   $149 QRC018 

Similar to the Tab Tite™ cradle, but with a key lock to secure your iPad. Use with a 
Kensington® locking system to completely secure your investment. Great for schools, hospitals, 
or wherever a little extra security is needed.  All Quick Release hardware is included with our 
device cradles. 

Quick Release Cradle, Tab-Lock, iPad Air/Pro 9.7 in Most Cases                     $149 QRC024 

Similar to the Tab Tite™ cradle, but with a key lock to secure your iPad. Use with a 
Kensington® locking system to completely secure your investment. Great for schools, hospitals, 
or wherever a little extra security is needed. All Quick Release hardware is included with our 
device cradles. 

Quick Release Cradle, Tab-Tite, iPad 1-4 in Most Cases                                       $99 QRC007 

One of our most popular device cradles! We partnered up with RAM® to bring you this 
extremely versatile cradle. Works with any tablet, with or without a case that falls within the 
cradle specifications. For use with any of our mounting systems. All Quick Release hardware is 
included with our device cradles. 

Quick Release Cradle, Tab-Tite, iPad Air/Pro 9.7 in Most Cases                         $99 QRC023 

One of our most popular device cradles! We partnered up with RAM® to bring you this 
extremely versatile cradle. Works with any tablet, with or without a case that falls within the 
cradle specifications. Cradle Dimensions: Height: 9.5″ to 12.125″; Width: 6.55″ to 7.43″; Depth: 
0.3″ to 0.875″  For use with any of our mounting systems. All Quick Release hardware is 
included with our device cradles. 
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Quick Release Cradle, Tough Tray II, Universal Tablet/Laptop                          $99 QRC005 

We partnered up with RAM® to bring you this extremely versatile cradle. The spring-loaded 
expandable tray can accommodate small netbooks and tablets with or without cases. The tray 
includes four (4) side clamping arms with rubber grip feature. These arms can be moved both 
vertically and horizontally. Tough Tray II™ Dimensions: Tray Depth: 6.0″; Tray Thickness: 1″; 
Tray Width (Expansion): 8.56″ to 11.12″; Side Clamp Arm Height: 2.75″ max. For use with any 
of our mounting systems. All Quick Release hardware is included with our device cradles. 

Quick Release Cradle, X-Grip for 10in Tablets                                                    $149 QRC019 

For use with Apple® iPad™ (1st-4th generation) without a case, or with a light-duty case. Will 
also fit any tablet less than 10.25 inches long and between 6.25 and 8.1 inches wide. We 
partnered up with RAM® to bring you this versatile cradle. Uses spring-loaded grips to securely 
grasp your iPad while leaving all electronic ports free. All Quick Release hardware is included 
with our device cradles. 

Suction Mount with Cradle, iPad 1-4 No Case                                                           $99 SC001 

We partnered up with RAM® to bring you one of our most popular mounting cradles for 
Apple® iPad™ (1st-4th generation) without cases or bumpers. Suction Cup Mounting System: 
Includes 3″ suction cup and double socket arm. Designed for use on non-porous surfaces, 
including plastic, glass, etc. to ensure strong suction. The arm has a reach of almost 6.75” (17.15 
cm). Double-socket arm with one adjustment point for an infinite number of viewing angles 

Suction Mount with Cradle, iPad 1-4 No Case, Locking                                         $149 SC002 

This cradle is designed to hold the Apple® iPad™ (1st-4th generation) without bumpers or cases 
while allowing easy access to electronic ports. The iPad is secured to the cradle with a 
combination lock. Use in conjunction with the optional Kensington® locking system to 
completely lock down your device. Suction Cup Mounting System: Includes 3″ suction cup and 
double socket arm. Designed for use on non-porous surfaces, including plastic, glass, etc. to 
ensure strong suction. The arm has a reach of almost 6.75” (17.15 cm). Double-socket arm with 
one adjustment point for an infinite number of viewing angles. 

Suction Mount with Cradle, iPad Air/Pro 9.7 No Case                                              $99 SC022 

Works with iPad Air without a case. Similar to our Basic iPad Cradle, iPad Air fits snugly into 
this cradle and is secured using RAM’s EZ Rollr™ system. Suction Cup Mounting System: 
Includes 3″ suction cup and double socket arm. Designed for use on non-porous surfaces, 
including plastic, glass, etc. to ensure strong suction. The arm has a reach of almost 6.75” (17.15 
cm). Double-socket arm with one adjustment point for an infinite number of viewing angles 

Suction Mount with Cradle, Tab-Lock, iPad 1-4 in Most Cases                             $149 SC018 

Similar to the Tab-Tite™ cradle, but with a key lock to secure your iPad. Use with a 
Kensington® locking system to completely secure your investment. Great for schools, hospitals, 
or wherever a little extra security is needed. All Quick Release hardware is included with our 
device cradles. Suction Cup Mounting System: Includes 3″ suction cup and double socket arm. 
Designed for use on non-porous surfaces, including plastic, glass, etc. to ensure strong suction. 
The arm has a reach of almost 6.75” (17.15 cm). Double-socket arm with one adjustment point 
for an infinite number of viewing angles. 
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Suction Mount with Cradle, Tab-Lock, iPad Air/Pro 9.7 in Most Cases               $149 SC024 

Similar to the Tab Tite™ cradle, but with a key lock to secure your iPad. Use with a 
Kensington® locking system to completely secure your investment. Great for schools, hospitals, 
or wherever a little extra security is needed. All Quick Release hardware is included with our 
device cradles. Suction Cup Mounting System: Includes 3″ suction cup and double socket arm. 
Designed for use on non-porous surfaces, including plastic, glass, etc. to ensure strong suction. 
The arm has a reach of almost 6.75” (17.15 cm). Double-socket arm with one adjustment point 
for an infinite number of viewing angles.  

Suction Mount with Cradle, Tab-Tite, iPad 1-4 in Most Cases                               $125 SC007 

Works with any tablet, with or without a case that falls within the cradle specifications. For use 
with any of our mounting systems. All Quick Release hardware is included with our device 
cradles. Cradle Dimensions: Height: 8.5″ minimum to 10.75″ maximum; Width: up to 7.75″ 
maximum; Edge Depth: up to 0.56″ maximum. Suction Cup Mounting System: Includes 3″ 
suction cup and double socket arm. Designed for use on non-porous surfaces, including plastic, 
glass, etc. to ensure strong suction. The arm has a reach of almost 6.75” (17.15 cm). Double-
socket arm with one adjustment point for an infinite number of viewing angles. 

Suction Mount with Cradle, Tab-Tite, iPad Air/Pro 9.7 in Most Cases                 $125 SC023 

Works with any tablet, with or without a case that falls within the cradle specifications. Cradle 
Dimensions: Height: 9.5″ to 12.125″; Width: 6.55″ to 7.43″; Depth: 0.3″ to 0.875″; Suction Cup 
Mounting System: Includes 3″ suction cup and double socket arm. Designed for use on non-
porous surfaces, including plastic, glass, etc. to ensure strong suction. The arm has a reach of 
almost 6.75” (17.15 cm). Double-socket arm with one adjustment point for an infinite number of 
viewing angles. 

Suction Mount with Cradle, Tough Tray II, Universal Tablet/Laptop                  $125 SC005 

The spring-loaded expandable tray can accommodate small netbooks and tablets with or without 
cases. The tray includes four (4) side clamping arms with rubber grip feature. These arms can be 
moved both vertically and horizontally. Cradle Dimensions: Tray Depth: 6.0″; Tray Thickness: 
1″; Tray Width (Expansion): 8.56″ to 11.12″; Side Clamp Arm Height: 2.75″ max. Suction Cup 
Mounting System: Includes 3″ suction cup and double socket arm, Designed for use on non-
porous surfaces, including plastic, glass, etc. to ensure strong suction. The arm has a reach of 
almost 6.75” (17.15 cm). Double-socket arm with one adjustment point for an infinite number of 
viewing angles 

Suction Mount with Cradle, X-Grip for 10in Tablets                                           $149 SCO019 

Uses spring-loaded grips to securely grasp your iPad while leaving all electronic ports free. 
Suction Cup Mounting System: Includes 3″ suction cup and double socket arm. Designed for use 
on non-porous surfaces, including plastic, glass, etc. to ensure strong suction. The arm has a 
reach of almost 6.75” (17.15 cm). Double-socket arm with one adjustment point for an infinite 
number of viewing angles 

Quick Release Kit for Cradles                                                                                $75 KQR-1 

Have a different mounting system? This Quick Release Kit includes all the hardware you need to 
attach any of our quick release tablet cradles to your existing mounting arm. 
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MORE THAN LOGANTECH… 
 
Whatz-it                                                                                                                                    $175 
The Whatz-it is a low tech graduated color scale indicator which supports people           Whatz-it 
with communication difficulties.   
 
MegaBee                                                                                                                                  $1450  
The Megabee is an assisted communication tablet.  It is an easy to use, low tech,           MegaBee 
eye pointing device for people who are non verbal and are unable to have direct 
or switch access to other AAC devices. 
 
FAB                                                                                                                                            
The FAB is a unique low tech spelling board.  They are key guarded static  
alphabet boards that are available in two sizes and either QWERTY or MATRIX 
 Pocket size – 9”x4.1”x0.3”               $115 

o QWERTY                                               FAB-PS-Q  
o MATRIX             FAB-PS-M  

 Tabletop Size – 12.2”x6.4”x0.3”            $145 
o QWERTY             FAB-TT-Q 
o MATRIX              FAB-TT-M 

 
Taptilo                                                                                                                                       $900 
Taptilo is a smart Braille education device that makes learning and teaching                      TAP-1 
Braille accessible to everyone.  Equipped with an innovative refreshable Braille 
display that seamlessly connects with an APP to provide full control and customization, 
Taptilo enables students to learn independently and allows teachers and parents to start  
Teaching from their finger tips.             
      
TaptiloBlock                      $10 
Each Braille block can be used to practice Braille letters and numbers.        TAP-BLK 
Available in 3 different colors – Navy, Gray and Orange 
 
  
REHAdapt Mounting Systems are now available through LoganTech.  Please contact your 
Sales Representative for more information. 

             
      


